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The molecular field approximation (MFA) [1] is still
a valuable tool as well for obtaining a qualitative un-
derstanding of phase diagrams as for deriving quantita-
tive estimates of nonsingular thermodynamic proper-
ties, whenever exact solutions aÍe impossible. Various
correction schemes have been proposed in order to
improve the accuracy of such estimates. We will briefly
review some of these schemes and show how they may

be extended in such way that also the correlations,
which are completely neglected in the standard MFA,
aÍe taken into account. We will also show how this
improved method may be applied to quantum mechan-
ical models of magnetism, where it may be combined
with other approaches, like finite size calculations, to
obtain accurate estimates of thermodynamical quanti-

ties.
In order to present the method in a general frame-

work, \we suppose that we want to study a system with
short range interactions, which can be divided into a

finite cluster O, its boundary AA and O, the comple-
ment of A v AO, in such a way that the Hamiltonian
can be written as

- pZ : Ho(A, ad)) + H,( aA, q.
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and m is calculated self-consistently from m -- (o ). A
more sophisiicated choice for the Ising model would be

ll+m I-m IP(r)-rIl , D(",-1)* z D(",*t)l (4)

A second category of approximations [2] starts from
the idea that one may correct for the neglect of .D by
introducing extra molecular fields in the Hamiltonian,
acting on the boundary àA:
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The self-consistency conditions inherent in the mean field approximation are extended to take account of pair

correlations. It is shown on the linear XÍ-model how this leads to improved estimates from finite-size calculations.
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The standard Bethe approximation supposes

eH': ï(t 
*ari),
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where a is again determined self-consistently from
(o) - (r ). More sophisticated versions have been used
by Suzuki t3] under the name "Super-effective-field
theory".
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For classical systems, this
one could use the correct H'

eH'(') : Tro 
"u 

rPa,a) .

scheme would be exact if
, given by

(7)
Denoting the degrees of freedom by the variables
o e A and r e àA, we would like to find an efficient
way for estimating the thermal expectation value < A>
of an operator A(o, r).

The first category of approximations either fixes the
boundary AA in a particular state, or it uses some

probability distribution P(r) for the boundary states.

The approximation then claims that

It is possible to improve on both schemes by includ-
ing in P(r) or in H '(r) some correlations between the
r-variables. Two strategies can be followed:

(a) Self-consistent conditions can be imposed to
determine free parameters in P or H ', in analogy with
the usual mean field approximation. Correlations in-
side A may, a.8., be imposed to be equal to equivalent
correlations inside AA. Besides nearest-neighbour cor-
relations, also next-nearest neighbours may be consid-
ered or higher-order correlations.

(b) Approximate expressions can be used for the
correlations induced through F/1. This can be done by
performing standard series expansion techniques on
eq. (7).

The method with the effective fields in H' of eq. (5)

proves to be the most efficient. This is most pro-
nounced in one-dimensional problems, where the
method yields exact results for classical systems. This

(A)=lr(")#,
where the Standard MFA consists

P(r):qE("r-m),

(2)

in choosing
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success is due to the fact that H' contains only those
correlations that come from interactions through O
and not those from interactions through í2. The corre-
lation between the leftmost and rightmost site of a

finite segment of a line, however, is completely due to
interactions through this segment. This makes the
Bethe scheme exact in one dimension, where H' con-
sists only of a simple molecular field h(o1+ oÀ,).

Equation (7) is no longer exact for quantum me-

chanical models, because the factor exP(É/r) can in
general not be extracted from the Boltzmann factor.
Instead, we should define

eH o+ H ' : Tra_ eH o(A ,Ad}) + H |(AA,A)
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Table 2
Same as in table L, but for K-l : 0.L5

N C (standard) C (our method)

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

extrapolation:
exact:

0.1346858
0.0230826
0.1425t79
0.0469311

0.12481,13

0.0653559

0.23578
0.15596
0.13664
0.t2842
0.1 1685

0.1 1396

0.108

0.091

0.082181

(8)

As a consequence this means that, in contrast to the
classical case, H' may also depend on the variables o
from the interior of the cluster 0. Nevertheless, one
still expects the strongest contributions to H' to be

found at or around the boundary AA.

Approximate expressions for H' may be derived
from eq. (8) using, e.8., the Baker-Campbell-Haus-
dorff formula or Feynman's identity. We will, however,
follow the path which is more in the spirit of the MFA
by guessing through symmetry arguments the form of
the most important terms in H' , and by determining
its parameters through self-consistency calculations.
Since we hope to be able to improve through such

approach the numerical extrapolations obtained from
finite size calculations for one-dimensional magnetic
systems like' CHAB [4], we first want to test the effi-
ciency of the method by applying it to a simple model
like the quantum XY-chain.

For the simple W-Hamiltonian without external
field, we can argue that for symmetry reasons no
external field can appear in H' . The first contribution
that can be expected in H' is an extra W-interaction
between the first and the second spin in a finite seg-

Table 1

Results for the specific heat per site from standard method

and from effective field calculations for the Xl'-model on a

chain of length l/ and K : 1.0

C (standard) C (our method)

ment, and equally between the last and next last:

Ho* H' : - + i K,(oioi*, * o,vo;l* r), (e)

N

where Kr: KN- r: K+ D and Kr: K for all other i.
We have solved this model by direct diagonalization
where we determined D by imposing (o{oï)
:W.i* r-. Here we denote by d the average of Fi
over all i. We have done this for several values of K
and N. As a typical example we give in table 1 the
results obtained for the specific heat (through a numer-
ical differentiation of the energy) for K - 1.0, together
with the results from a standard calculation without
the correction terms. For higher K-values (lower tem-
peratures), where quantum effects become more im-
portant, our approximation becomes less exact; for the
same K, however, the standard calculations lead to
large even-odd fluctuations, which cannot be extrapo-
lated. An example is presented in table 2 for K: 6.667.

These preliminary successes are very promising for
future applications to more complicated systems. They
also justify further efforts with higher order approxima-
tions, e.9., by using more parameters to be determined
simultaneously from self-consistency conditions.

One of the authors (G.K.) is indebted to the A. von
Humboldt Foundation for a fellowship.
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extrapolation:
exact:

0.2242289
0.2319180
0.237L56r
0.2408857
0.243684r

0.27152
0.26768
0.26640
0.26567
0.26524
0.262
0.263272
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